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been' unveiled' in' the' nitroethaneJtrimethylamine' complex,' in' an'
environment' free' from' solvent' and' matrix' effects' using' rotational'
spectroscopy' in' supersonic' expansion.'Different' quantum' chemical'
models'(NOCV/CD'and'NBO)'agree'in'indicating'that'this'interaction'
largely' prevails' over' the' CJH∙∙∙O' and' CJH∙∙∙N' hydrogen' bonds.'
Furthermore,'a'SAPT'analysis'shows'that'electrostatic'and'dispersion'
interactions' play' a' comparable' role' in' stabilizing' the' complex.' The'
conformational' landscape' exploration' and' stationary' points'
characterization'have'been'performed'using'state!of!the!art'quantum!
chemical' computations' providing' significant' insights' on' structure'
determination.'
Noncovalent' interactions' play' a' key' role' in' several' biological[1]'
and' technological' processes,[2J5]' yet' their' characterization' and'
interpretation'are'still'far'from'being'satisfactory,'especially'when'
the'bonding'pair'is'made'up'of'two'nonJhydrogen'atoms.'In'this'
connection,' integrated' experimental' and' computational'
investigations' can' play' an' invaluable' role' provided' that' the'
accuracy' of' the' results' is' accompanied' by' their' rigorous' and'
understandable'interpretation.'In'addition'to'the'wellJestablished'
hydrogen'and'halogen'bonds,'emerging'classes'of'noncovalent'
interactions' are' attracting' increasing' attention,' such' as' the' RJ
X∙∙∙Y'ones' involving'a'pnicogen'atom'(X='N,'P,'As,'Sb'or'Bi),[6]'''
with' X' and' Y' being' the' pnicogen' bond' donor' and' acceptor,'







noncovalent' bonds.[12]' In' particular,' it' has' been' recently'
suggested' that' the' last' two' interactions' might' play' a' role' in'
catalytic'mechanisms'involving'phosphorous'compounds.[13]'







it' possible' to' experimentally' observe' a' complex' showing' the'
nitrogenJnitrogen'noncovalent'bond'in'the'gas'phase,'i.e.,'without'
solvent'or'matrix'effects' that' take'place' in' liquidJ' or' solidJstate'
experiments,' respectively?' 2)' What' is' the' role' played' by' that'
homo' pnicogen' noncovalent' bond' in' competition' with' other'
noncovalent' interactions?' 3)' Is' the' binding' energy' similar' in'
magnitude' to' those' typically' observed' for' hydrogen' bonds?' 4)'
What' is' the' key' contribution' (dispersions,' electrostatics' or'
polarization[6,9a,11a,11c,16])'stabilizing'the'complex?''
The' opportunity' to' answer' these'questions' is'provided' by' joint'
experimentalJtheoretical'investigations.'Indeed,'by'combining'the'
capability'of'rotational'spectroscopy[17]'in'supersonic'expansion'to'
unveil' structural' and' dynamical' details' of' weakly' stabilized'
clusters' in' the' gas' phase' with' highJlevel' quantumJchemical'
calculations,[18]' it' is'possible'to'unveil' the'nature'of'noncovalent'
interactions.' In' this' respect,' the' simplest' tertiary' amine'
(trimethylamine,'TMA)' is'a'good'candidate'because' the' lack'of'
NH' bonds' avoids' any' competition' between' putative' pnicogen'
interJmolecular' interactions' and'strong' hydrogen' bonds.'At' the'
same'time,'the'negativelyJcharged'nitrogen'atom'of'TMA'should'
lead' to' a' stabilizing' electrostatic' interaction' with' the' positively'
charged' nitrogen' of' nitroethane' (NE),' whose' lowJenergy' NO'




B3LYP' hybrid' density' functional[19]' in' conjunction' with' the'
polarized' doubleJζ' SNSD' basis' set,[20]' thus' identifying' three'
minima' (M1,'M2,'M3,'and'M3''being'equivalent' to'M3)'and' the'
transition'states'ruling'their' interconversion'(see'Figure'1'for'all'
structures'along'with'the'corresponding'energies'and'labelings).'




of' the' soJcalled' “cheap”' scheme' defined' in' ref.' [23],' in' which'
CCSD(T)/ccJpVTZ[24,25]' energies' are' corrected' by' coreJvalence'
and' complete' basis' set' extension' contributions' at' the' MP2'
level.[26]'All'interaction'energies'were'then'corrected'for'basis'set'
superposition' error' (BSSE)[27]' and' for' harmonic' B2PLYP' zeroJ
point'energies'(ZPEs).'A'full'account'of'the'computational'details'























(Be),' then'corrected' for'anharmonic'vibrational' effects[28]' at' the'
B3LYPJD3/SNSD' level' in'order'to'obtain' the'vibrational'ground'
state' rotational' constants' (B0).' Furthermore,' equilibrium' dipole'
moments' and' nitrogen' quadrupoleJcoupling' constants' were'
evaluated' at' the' B2PLYPJD3/maugJccJpVTZJdH' level' as' well.'
Guided' by' quantumJchemical' calculations,' the' rotational'
spectrum' for' the' 1:1' TMAJNE' complex' was' recorded' using' a'
pulsedJjet' FourierJtransform' microwave' (FTMW)' spectrometer'
(as' detailed' in' the' Experimental0 Section)' and' assigned.' The'











The' same' procedure' was' followed' for' the' molecular' complex'
containing' 15NJTMA' (i.e.,' (15N)TMAJ(14N)NE),' for' which' the'
quadrupole' coupling' interaction,' resulting' from' the' presence' of'



























hydrogen' bonds.' Next,' the' computed' relative' stabilities' of' the'
different'energy'minima'shown'in'Figure'1'suggest'that'rotational'
transitions' belonging' to' all' three' minima' can' be' in' principle'








M3q' this' is' furthermore' confirmed' by' the' comparison' between'
experimental'and'calculated' rotational'parameters' (see'SI).'On'
the' other'hand,' it' is' hard' to' discriminate'between'M1'and'M2.'
Indeed,' their' computed' energy' difference' and' also' the' energy'
barrier'for'their'interconversion'(TS12)'are'so'small'that'a'proper'





corresponds' to' the' single' isomer' experimentally' observed.'
However,' the'similarity'of' the'computed'rotational'constants'for'
M1'and'M2'as'well'as'for'their'average'(see'SI)'suggests'that'the'
present' results' are' sufficiently' reliable' for' guiding' the'
experimental' investigation' and' its' interpretation.' Even' if' an'
accurate' and' complete' structural' determination' is' challenging,'




in' all' cases.' This' suggests' a' directional' nitrogenJnitrogen'
interaction'(see'also'Ref.'[15b]),'which'is'almost'unaffected'by'the'





at'providing'useful' information,' for' instance,' for'supramolecular'
design'purposes.'The'nature'of'the'interJmolecular'interaction'has'
been'unraveled'by'means'of'an'analysis'based'on'the'symmetry'
adapted' perturbation' theory' (SAPT)[32]' in' conjunction' with' the'
augJccJpVDZ'basis' set.' The' results' show' that' for'M1,'M2' and'
TS12' electrostatic' and' dispersion' stabilizing' interactions' are'
comparable' (about' four' times' larger' than' induction)' and' larger'
than' Pauli' repulsion' (see' SI' for' details).' Furthermore,' we'
performed'a'detailed'analysis'of'interJmolecular'charge'flows'by'
means' of' the' “Natural' Orbital' for' Chemical' Valence/ChargeJ
Displacement”'(NOCV/CD)'scheme[33]' (a'full'account' is'given' in'
the'SI).' In'this'model,'the'overall'charge'rearrangement' issuing'
from'intermolecular'interactions,'is'given'by'the'electron'density'













marked'with'a'dashed'gray' line' in' the' figure,'where' the'equalJ







Bond' Orbital' (NBO)' analysis[34]' confirms' the' above' results' in'




there' is' indeed' a' relevant' electrostatic' interaction' between' the'
nitrogen'atoms'(see'Table'S7.4).'
In' summary,' different' models' for' energy' and/or' charge'
partitioning' agree' in' indicating' that' the' nitrogenJnitrogen'
noncovalent' interaction' largely' overcomes' the' weaker' CJH∙∙∙O'
and'CJH∙∙∙N'hydrogen'bonds.'Furthermore,'according'to'a'SAPT'
analysis,' the' total' intermolecular' interaction' energy' is' ruled' by'
comparable' contributions' of' electrostatic' and' dispersions'
attraction' (with' a'much' smaller' contribution' from' the' induction'
term),'which'largely'overcome'Pauli'repulsion.'To'conclude,'high'
level'quantumJchemical'computations'have'provided' interesting'













Work' is' in' progress' in' our' laboratories' to' further' elucidate' the'





a' stagnation' pressure' of' 2' bar' was' streamed' over' nitroethane,' kept' at'
room' temperature,' and' supersonically' expanded' through' the' solenoid'
valve' (General'Valve'Series' 9,' nozzle' diameter:' 0.5'mm)' into' a'FabryJ
PérotJtype' cavity.' The' rotational' spectrum'was' recorded' in' the' 6.5J18.5'
GHz' frequency' region' using' a' COBRAJtype[37]' pulsed' supersonicJjet'
FourierJtransform' microwave' (FTMW)' spectrometer,[38]' described'
elsewhere.[39]'All'rotational'transitions'are'split'by'Doppler'effect'as'a'result'
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